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Dependence of calculated binding energies and widths ofh-mesic nuclei
on treatment of subthresholdh-nucleon interaction

Q. Haider
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L. C. Liu
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We demonstrate that the binding energieseh and widthsGh of h-mesic nuclei depend strongly on the
subthresholdh-nucleon interaction. This strong dependence is made evident from comparing three different
h-nucleus optical potentials:~1! a microscopic optical potential taking into account the full effects of the
off-shell hN interaction;~2! a factorization approximation to the microscopic optical potential where a down-
ward energy shift parameter is introduced to approximate the subthresholdhN interaction; and~3! an optical
potential using the on-shellhN scattering length as the interaction input. Our analysis indicates that the
in-mediumhN interaction for bound-state formation is about 30 MeV below the free-spacehN threshold,
which causes a substantial reduction of the attractive force between theh and nucleon with respect to that
implied by the scattering length. Consequently, the scattering-length approach overpredicts theeh and caution
must be exercised when these latter predictions are used as guide in searching forh-nucleus bound states. We
also show that final-state-interaction analysis cannot provide an unequivocal determination of the existence of
the h-nucleus bound state. More direct measurements are, therefore, necessary.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.66.045208 PACS number~s!: 24.60.Dr, 13.75.Gx, 21.10.Dr
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I. INTRODUCTION

The existence of theh-mesic nucleus, a bound state of a
h meson in a nucleus, was first predicted by us in 1986@1#.
The formation of such bound systems is caused by the at
tive interaction between theh meson and all the nucleons i
the nucleus. The attractive nature of the interaction follow
naturally from the work of Bhalerao and Liu@2#, who found,
from a detailed coupled-channel analysis ofpN→pN, pN
→ppN, and pN→hN reactions, that the near-thresho
hN interaction is attractive. We can easily understand t
attraction by observing that thehN threshold is situated jus
below the N* (1535) resonance. However, the attracti
given in Ref. @2# is not strong enough to support a bou
state in nuclei with mass numberA,12. This latter conclu-
sion @1# was confirmed by Liet al. @3#, who used a standar
Green’s function technique of many-body theory to study
formation of h-mesic nuclei. Before proceeding further, w
would like to mention that in the literature theh-nucleus
bound states are also calledh-nucleus quasibound state
This is because these bound states have a finite width
they eventually decay. In this work, we shall simply c
them bound states.

If the existence of theh-mesic nucleus is experimentall
confirmed, many new studies of nuclear and particle phy
will become possible. For example, because the binding
ergies of theh meson depend strongly on the coupling b
tween thehN and theN* (1535) channels@2#, studies of the
h-mesic nucleus can yield additional information on t
hNN* coupling constant involving bound nucleons. Furth
more, theh-mesic nuclear levels correspond to an excitat
energy of;540 MeV, to be compared with an excitatio
energy of;200 MeV associated with theL and S hyper-
nuclei. The existence of nuclear bound states with s
0556-2813/2002/66~4!/045208~10!/$20.00 66 0452
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high excitation energies provides the possibility of studyi
nuclear structure far from equilibrium.

Several experiments@4–6# usingp1 beam, as motivated
by the theoretical works of Refs.@7,8#, were performed to
search forh-mesic nuclei. While these experiments could n
confirm the existence of theh-mesic nucleus, they did no
rule out such a possibility either. More recently, Sokolet al.
@9,10# have claimed to observe theh-mesic nucleush

11C
through measuring the invariant mass of correlatedp1n
pairs in a photo-mesonic reaction. Further confirmation
their experimental result, with improved statistics, is need
before arriving at a definite conclusion.

The existence of theseh-mesic nuclear states depends
the value of thehN scattering lengthahN . ~For the scatter-
ing length, we use the sign convention of Goldberger a
Watson@11#.! After 1990, many theoretical models were pr
posed for thehN interaction. Fits to various data hav
yielded very differentahN @2,12–23#. The real part ofahN
ranges from as low as 0.270 fm@2# to as high as 1.000 fm
@13#, while the imaginary part varies between 0.190 fm@2#
and 0.399 fm@23#. This wide range of values ofahN are
summarized in Table I. These very different values arise
causeahN is not directly measurable and must be inferr
indirectly from other observables, such as thepN phase
shifts. In this latter case, the calculatedahN depends strongly
on the model used to relate thehN to thepN channels. As
pointed out in Ref.@19#, the inclusion of both theN* (1535)
andN* (1650) resonances leads to larger scattering leng
However, this general rule does not account for all the r
sons. For example, in Ref.@16# the inclusion of both these
N* resonances, but with a fit to different reaction data, d
not lead to a ReahN as high as'0.8 fm, rather only to
ReahN'0.6 fm. We caution the readers that it is prematu
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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to conclude which publishedahN is the realistic one. Such
determination can be made only afterh-mesic nuclei are ex-
perimentally discovered, as only their experimental obser
tion can set a stringent constraint on the in-medium sca
ing length and enable one to differentiate between differ
theoretical models.

Using final-state-interaction~FSI! analysis, several theo
retical studies have suggestedahN'(0.510.3i ) fm and the
possibility of the formation of boundh-nucleus states in ligh
nuclei, such as3,4He @24,25# and deuteron@26–28#. We will
revisit the FSI analysis in this work and show the limitati
of the method. In spite of the fact that many predictedahN
~see Table I! are much larger than the one used in the abo
mentioned FSI analysis, to date there has been no direc
servation of these bound states in light nuclei. Conseque
we believe it is valuable to understand the current exp
mental situation by analyzing in detail the dynamics pe
nent to the formation ofh-mesic nucleus.

We have learned from studying pion-nucleus scatter
that, because of the Fermi motion and binding of the tar
nucleon, the pion-nucleon interaction in nuclei occurs at
ergies below its free-space value, i.e., below the energy
the pion-nucleon system would have when the nucleon
unbound@29#. As the above causes for the lowering of t
interaction energy are also present inh-nucleus scattering
we believe that theh-nucleon interaction energy inh-mesic
nucleus formation will occur below its free-space thresho
and this subthreshold interaction can have important eff
on the formation ofh-nucleus bound states. This observati
has motivated us to examine in this work the reliability
using the free-spacehN information, such as thehN scat-
tering length, to make predictions of the nuclear binding
the h.

We will, therefore, study the dependence ofh-nucleus

TABLE I. h-nucleons-wave scattering lengthsahN .

ahN ~fm! Formalism or reaction Reference

0.27010.220i Isobar model Bhalerao and Liu@2#

0.28010.190i Isobar model Bhalerao and Liu@2#

0.28110.360i Photoproduction ofh Krusche@23#

0.43010.394i Krusche@23#

0.57910.399i Krusche@23#

0.47610.279i Electroproduction ofh Tiator et al. @22#

0.50010.330i pd→3He eh Wilkin @24#

0.51010.210i Isobar model Sauermannet al. @14#

0.55010.300i Sauermannet al. @14#

0.62010.300i CoupledT matrices Abaev and Nefkens@16#

0.68010.240i Effective Lagrangian Kaiseret al. @17#

0.75010.270i CoupledK matrices Green and Wycech@12#

0.87010.270i CoupledK matrices Green and Wycech@13#

1.05010.270i Green and Wycech@13#

0.40410.343i CoupledT matrices Batinic´ et al. @18#

0.87610.274i Batinić and Švarc @19#

0.88610.274i Batinić and Švarc @19#

0.96810.281i Batinić et al. @20#

0.98010.370i CoupledT matrices Arimaet al. @21#
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bound-state formation on off-shell behavior of thehN inter-
action in nuclei withA>3 through comparing three differen
theoretical approaches. They are~1! a fully off-shell micro-
scopic optical potential that uses an off-shellhN model;~2!
a factorization approximation~FA! to the preceeding micro
scopic potential, where an energy shift parameter is use
calculate thehN interaction at subthreshold energies; and~3!
an ‘‘on-shell’’ optical potential whose strength depen
solely on the scattering lengthahN . The last approach has it
roots in the study ofK- andp-mesic atoms@30–32# and is
also extensively used in predictingh-mesic nuclei. Finally,
we mention that as the existence ofh-mesic nucleus has no
yet been experimentally confirmed with certainty, there
no data to be fitted. Hence, all of our results as well as th
of others are purely predictions.

The paper is organized as follows. The three theoret
approaches are described in Sec. II. The important dif
ences in their underlying reaction dynamics are outlined.
sults and discussions are presented in Sec. III. As we s
see, for a givenhN interaction model, the ‘‘on-shell’’ ap-
proach gives much stronger binding forh than does the mi-
croscopic calculation, making evident the important effe
of off-shell dynamics. We will further show that these effec
are of very general nature and are independent of the spe
unitary off-shell model used in the comparative study. T
ramifications of off-shell effects on both experimental a
theoretical studies of bound states ofhA systems, particu-
larly in systems with 3<A,12, are discussed. In view o
the interest in the method of FSI, we also reexamine in m
detail this method and its applications to the study ofh-3,4He
systems. The conclusions of our study are summarized
Sec. IV.

II. THEORY

We calculate the binding energyeh and widthGh of an
h-nucleus bound system by solving the momentum-sp
relativistic three-dimensional integral equation

k82

2m
c~k8!1E dk^k8uVuk&c~k!5Ec~k8!, ~1!

using the inverse-iteration method@32#. Here ^k8uVuk& are
momentum-space matrix elements of theh-nucleus optical
potentialV, with k andk8 denoting, respectively, the initia
and finalh-nucleus relative momenta. Them is the reduced
mass of theh-nucleus system andE is the complex eigenen
ergy that we will denote aseh1 iGh/2[k2/2m. For bound
states,eh,0 andGh,0. As mentioned in Sec. I, three dif
ferent approaches toV are used by us to calculateE, and they
are described below.

A. Covariant h-nucleus optical potential

In spite of its Schro¨dinger-like form, Eq.~1! is covariant
as it can be obtained from applying a specific covari
reduction @33# to the relativistic bound-state equatio
C5G0VC. The three-dimensional relativistic wave functio
c and the covariant potential^k8uVu k& in Eq. ~1! are related
to the fully relativistic ones by
8-2
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c~k!5AR~k r
2!

R~k2!
C~k,k0! ~2!

and

^k8uVuk&5AR~k82!^k8uV~W,k80,k0!uk&AR~k2!. ~3!

In the above equations,

W5AMh
21k r

21AMA
21k r

2, k r
2[2meh , ~4!

and

R~k2!5
Mh1MA

Eh~k!1EA~k!
. ~5!

However, as a result of the application of the covariant
duction, the zeroth components of the four-momentak and
k8 are no longer independent variables but are constraine

k05W2EA~k!, k805W2EA~k8!. ~6!

The main advantage of working with a covariant theory
that theh-nucleus interactionV can be related to the elemen
tary hN process by unambiguous kinematical transform
tions @29#.

The first-order microscopich-nucleus optical potentia
has the form

^k8uVuk&5(
j
E dQ^k8,2~k81Q!ut~Asj !hN→hNuk,2~k

1Q!&f j* ~2k82Q!f j~2k2Q!, ~7!

where the off-shellhN interaction thN→hN is weighted by
the product of the nuclear wave functionsf j* f j correspond-
ing to having the nucleonj at the momenta2~k1Q! and
2~k81Q! before and after the collision, respectively. T
Asj is thehN invariant mass and is equal to the total ener
in the center-of-mass~c.m.! frame of theh and the nucleonj.
It is given by @29#

sj5@$W2EC, j~Q!%22Q2#

.FMh1MN2ue j u2
Q2

2MC, j
S Mh1MA

Mh1MN
D G2

,~Mh1MN!2, ~8!

whereQ, EC, j , andMC, j are, respectively, the momentum
total energy, and mass of the core nucleus arising from
moving a nucleonj of momentum2~k1Q! and binding en-
ergy ue j u from the target nucleus having the momentum2k.
Equations~7! and ~8! indicate that the calculation ofV in-
volves integration over the Fermi motion variableQ and
requires knowledge of the basicthN→hN at subthreshold en
ergies.

The matrix element ofthN→hN in theh-nucleus system is
related to thehN scattering amplitudeA in the hN system
by
04520
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^k8,2~k81Q!ut~Asj !hN→hNuk,2~k1Q!&

5
AEh~p8!EN~p8!Eh~p!EN~p!

AEh~k8!EN~k81Q!Eh~k!EN~k1Q!
A~Asj ,p8,p!,

~9!

where p and p8 are the initial and final relative three
momenta in thehN c.m. frame. We define the on-shell lim
asp85p5po andAsj5Eh(po)1EN(po)[Aso, wherepo is
the on-shell~asymptotic! momentum. A natural way of pa
rametrizingA is

A~Asj ,p8,p!52
Asj

4p2AEh~p8!EN~p8!Eh~p!EN~p!

3F~Asj ,p8,p! , ~10!

so that (ds/dV)hN→hN5uFu2. The F has the standard
partial-wave expansion of a spin-0–spin-1/2 system:

F~Asj ,p8,p!

5
1

Ap8p
(

l
$@ l t 2T,2j 2

l ~Asj ,p8,p!1~ l 11!t2T,2j 1

l

3~Asj ,p8,p!#Pl~z!2 isW •~ p̂3p8̂!@ t2T,2j 2

l

3~Asj ,p8,p!2t2T,2j 1

l ~Asj ,p8,p!#Pl8~z!%, ~11!

wherez5p̂•p8̂, j 65 l 61/2, andT is the isospin of thehN
system and equals to 1/2. In the on-shell limit,

t2T,2j 6

, ~Asj ,p,p!

Ap8p
→ 1

2ip
$exp@2id2T,2j 6

, ~Aso!#21%.

~12!

The phase shiftsd, are complex-valued because the thres
olds for hN→pN andhN→ppN reactions are lower than
the threshold for hN scattering. When p→0, d,

→p2,11a(,), and

t2T,2j 6

, ~Asj ,p,p!

Ap8p
→p2,a2T,2j 6

(,) . ~13!

The a2T,2j
(0) and a2T,2j

(1) are, respectively, the~complex! hN
scattering length and volume. Near the threshold, only
s-wave term,t11

0 in Eq. ~11!, is important.
Different off-shell models give different off-shell ex

tensions ofA to kinematic regions wherepÞp8 and Asj

ÞAso . In the separable model of Ref.@2#, the off-shell am-
plitude is given by

ta~Asj ,p8,p!5K~Asj ,p8,p!Ap8pS Na~Asj ,p8,p!

Da~Asj !
D , ~14!

with
8-3
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K5 2
p

Asj

AEh~p8!EN~p8!Eh~p!EN~p! , ~15!

Na5ha~Asj ,p8!ha~Asj ,p!}
ghNa

2

2Asj

~p8p!,v,~p8!v,~p!,

~16!

and

Da5Asj2Ma2Sh
a~Asj !2Sp

a~Asj !2Spp
a ~Asj !. ~17!

Here a is a shorthand notation for the quantum numb
(,,2T,2j ) of the isobar resonancea. Ma is the bare mass o
isobar a and Sh

a , Sp
a , and Spp

a in Eq. ~17! are the self-
energies of the isobara associated, respectively, with it
coupling to thehN, pN, andppN channels@2#. The cou-
pling constants and form factors are denoted byg andv. At
the hN threshold, only thes-wavehN interaction is impor-
tant, which limits the isobara to N* (1535) or a
5(,,2T,2j )5(0,1,1). Clearly, different models will hav
different off-shell extensions in energy and momenta
ta(Asj ,p8,p). However, they should all satisfy Eq.~12! in
the on-shell limit.

B. Factorization approximation

We define the factorization approximation~FA! by taking
the hN scattering amplitude in Eq.~7! out of theQ integra-
tion at anad hocfixed momentum̂ Q&:

^k8uVFAuk&5^k8,2~k81^Q&!ut~As̄!hN→hNuk,2~k

1^Q&!& f ~k82k!, ~18!

where

f ~k82k!5(
j
E dQ f j* ~2k82Q!f j~2k2Q!, ~19!

is the nuclear form factor having the normalizationf (0)
5A. In Eq. ~18!, thN→hN is still defined by the same func
tional dependences on various momenta and energie
given by Eq.~14!, except thatp8 andp are now determined
from an ad-hoc momentum̂Q& in theh-nucleus system and

that the interaction is given by an ad-hoc energyAs̄. The
choice of^Q& is not unique. One option is to take an avera
of two geometries corresponding, respectively, to havin
motionless target nucleon fixed before and after thehN in-
teraction. This leads to

^Q&52S A21

2A D ~k82k!. ~20!

This choice has the virtue of preserving the symmetry of
t matrix with respect to the interchange ofk andk8. ~There
are other possible schemes; see, for example, Ref.@34#.! An
inspection of Eq.~8! suggests that it is reasonable to assu
As̄5Mh1MN2D[Asth2D, with D being an energy shif
04520
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parameter. InpN scattering, the downward shiftD that fit the
data was determined to be;30 MeV @29,35#.

C. ‘‘On-shell’’ optical potential

We will use the term ‘‘on-shell’’ optical potential for the
optical potential where the on-shell hadron-nucleon (hN)
scattering length is used to generate thehN interaction. In
the literature, the first-order low-energy hadron-nucleus ‘‘o
shell’’ optical potential is often given as@36,37#

^k8uUuk&52
1

4p2m
S 11

Mh

MN
D f ~k82k!

3 (
,50,1

uk8u,uku,

~11Mh /MN!2,
ahN

(,)Pl~k 8̂• k̂!,

~21!

whereMh is the hadron mass,m the hadron-nucleus reduce
mass, andf the nuclear form factor normalized asf (0)5A.
For h-mesic nuclei,Mh5Mh and ahN

(0) is the s-wave hN
scattering length. As has been shown in Ref.@1#, U corre-
sponds toVFA with no energy shift~D50! and in a static
limit of the target nucleon. In this latter limit, thehN relative
momenta are p5k/(11Mh /MN) and p85k8/(1
1Mh /MN). In addition,k̂8•k5p8̂•p̂.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The binding energies and half-widths ofh-mesic nuclei
given by the off-shell microscopic calculation are presen
in Table II. The covariant optical potential@Eq. ~7!# used in
the calculation is based on the model of Ref.@2#. We use this
model to demonstrate the effect of the subthresholdhN in-
teraction on the formation ofh-mesic nucleus. The solution
are obtained with thehN interaction parametersghNa , Ma ,
and LhNa determined from thepN phase shifts of Arndt
et al. @38#. The p-wave andd-wave interactions are also a
tractive at the threshold but their magnitudes are very sm

TABLE II. Binding energies and half-widths~both in MeV! of
h-mesic nuclei given by the full off-shell calculation. The solutio
were obtained with thehN interaction parameters determined fro
the pN phase shifts of Arndtet al. ~Ref. @38#!. No bound state
solutions of Eq.~1! were found forA,12.

Nucleus Orbital (n,) eh1 iGh/2

12C 1s 2(1.1913.67i )
16O 1s 2(3.4515.38i )
26Mg 1s 2(6.3916.60i )
40Ca 1s 2(8.9116.80i )
90Zr 1s 2(14.8018.87i )

1p 2(4.7516.70i )
208Pb 1s 2(18.46110.11i )

2s 2(2.3715.82i )
1p 2(12.2819.28i )
1d 2(3.9916.90i )
8-4
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TABLE III. Binding energies and half-widths~both in MeV! of h-mesic nuclei obtained with the factor
ization approach for different values of the energy shift parameterD ~in MeV!.

Nucleus Orbital (n,) D50 D510 D520 D530

12C 1s 2(2.1819.96i ) 2(1.8016.80i ) 2(1.4215.19i ) 2(1.1014.10i )
16O 1s 2(4.61111.57i ) 2(3.9218.13i ) 2(3.3316.37i ) 2(2.8415.17i )
26Mg 1s 2(10.21115.41i ) 2(8.95111.17i ) 2(7.9418.97i ) 2(7.1117.46i )
40Ca 1s 2(14.34117.06i ) 2(12.75112.55i ) 2(11.53110.21i ) 2(10.5118.59i )
90Zr 1s 2(21.32118.59i ) 2(19.15113.97i ) 2(17.58111.54i ) 2(16.2919.84i )

1p 2(8.27116.01i ) 2(7.19111.47i ) 2(6.2319.48i ) 2(5.4017.94i )
208Pb 1s 2(24.06119.18i ) 2(21.88114.44i ) 2(20.28111.96) 2(18.96110.22i )

2s 2(4.89111.04i ) 2(3.6718.28i ) 2(2.8116.79i ) 2(2.1215.72i )
1p 2(18.33118.97i ) 2(16.31114.27i ) 2(14.81111.79i ) 2(13.56110.06i )
1d 2(8.27114.07i ) 2(6.17110.56i ) 2(5.5818.71i ) 2(4.6617.41i )
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and have negligible effect oneh andGh . The nuclear wave
functions in Eq.~7! are derived from the experimental form
factors with the proton finite size corrected for@39#. Details
of the calculation can be found in Refs.@1,7#. As can be seen
from the table, the binding energy increases as the nuc
becomes heavier. In addition, the number of nuclear orb
in which theh is bound (1s, 2s, 1p, etc.! increases with
increasing mass numberA. The reason for this trend is dis
cussed in Ref.@1#. We would like to point out that our mi-
croscopic calculation does not use the on-shell scatte
length as an input.

We emphasize that the reason we use the off-shell m
of Ref. @2# in our comparative analysis is because we hav
our disposal the detailed unitary off-shell momenta and
ergy dependences of that model, which allow us to study
off-shell effects in the formation of theh-nucleus bound
state. Such off-shell information is not readily obtainab
from otherhN models, either because the models canno
extended to the off-shell domain or because of the elabo
computation required to generate the needed off-shellp,p8,
and As dependences of thehN interaction. Fortunately, a
we shall see later, the effects of off-shell dynamics on a
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reasonable off-shell model will be qualitatively similar.
In Table III, we present the bound-state solutions obtain

from using the factorized covariant potentialVFA @Eq. ~18!#
with D50, 10, 20, 30 MeV. The same interaction paramet
were used. The nuclear form factors@40,41# used in the cal-
culations are summarized in Table IV. A comparison betwe
Tables II and III indicates that the FA results withD530
MeV are very close to the off-shell results. This value ofD is
similar to the one found in pion-nucleus elastic scatter
@35# and can be understood by noting that the aver
nuclear binding and Fermi motion amount to about a 3
MeV downward shift@29# of the hadron-nucleon interactio
energyAs. Our full off-shell dynamical calculations indicate
therefore, that thehN interaction inh bound-state formation
takes place at energies about 30 MeV below the~free-space!
threshold.

The subthreshold nature of the hadron-nucleon interac
in a nucleus is also evident inK-mesic andp-mesic atoms.
For example, although the free-spaceKN scattering length is
repulsive, the effectiveKN scattering length needed to fit th
K-mesic atom data is attractive@30#. The sign change of the
scattering length can be easily understood. Indeed, one
h.
TABLE IV. Nuclear form factors used in the factorization approach and scattering-length approac

Nucleus Form factor Parametersa

3He Hollow exponential a51.82 fm
Gaussian a51.77 fm

4He Three-parameter Fermi c51.01 fm, z50.327 fm,w50.445 fm
Frosch model a50.316 fm,b50.680 fm

6Li Modified harmonic well a151.71 fm, a252.08 fm
9Be Harmonic well a52/3, a52.42 fm
10B Harmonic well a51, a52.45 fm
11B Harmonic well a51, a52.42 fm
12C Harmonic well a54/3, a52.53 fm
16O Harmonic well a51.6, a52.75 fm
26Mg Two-parameter Fermi c53.050 fm,z50.524 fm
40Ca Two-parameter Fermi c53.510 fm,z50.563 fm
90Zr Three-parameter Gaussian c54.500 fm,z52.530 fm,w50.20 fm
208Pb Two-parameter Fermi c56.624 fm,z50.549 fm

aReference@40# for A53 –16 and Ref.@41# for the rest of the nuclei.
8-5
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note that theL~1405! resonance is situated about 26 Me
below theKN threshold@30#. Using a downward shift of 30
MeV found in this work, we can see that the in-mediumKN
interaction occurs actually below the resonance. Hence
attraction arises~see Sec. I!. In the p-mesic atom studies, a
strong s-wave repulsion of the effectivepN interaction is
indicated by the data. This is in sharp contrast to the fr
spacepN s-wave interaction where there is a near-perf
cancellation between theS31 and S11 scattering lengths
Bhalerao and Shakin@42# showed that the strongs-wave re-
pulsion is due to different energy dependences of theS31 and
S11 interactions, which make the cancellation no longer n
complete at subthreshold energies. The mesic-atom ex
ments, therefore, indicate unambiguously that in bound-s
formation the hadron-nucleon interaction inside a nucl
occurs at subthreshold energies.

The results of the ‘‘on-shell’’ optical potential@Eq. ~21!#
are given in Table V for two different values ofahN . The
first one is the same one used for Tables II and III, and
other is chosen from Table I, such that it has an imagin
part very similar to the former one. The nuclear form facto
are the same as those used in the FA calculations. For t
two scattering lengths, no bound state can exist in3He.
Upon comparing the third column of Table V with the of
shell calculation~Table II!, we can see that the ‘‘on-shell

TABLE V. Binding energies and half-widths~both in MeV! of
h-mesic nuclei given by the scattering-length approach for two
ferent values of the scattering lengthahN . A blank entry indicates
the absence of bound state. No bound state exists in3He.

Nucleus
Orbital
(n,) ahN5(0.2810.19i ) fm ahN5(0.5110.21i ) fm

4Hea 1s 2(6.30111.47i )
6Li 1s 2(3.4716.79i )
9Be 1s 2(13.78112.45i )
10B 1s 2(0.9318.70) 2(15.85113.05i )
11B 1s 2(2.71110.91i ) 2(20.78115.42i )
12C 1s 2(2.91110.22i ) 2(19.61114.20i )
16O 1s 2(5.42111.43i ) 2(23.26114.86i )

1p 2(0.9517.72i )
26Mg 1s 2(11.24114.76i ) 2(33.11117.73i )

1p 2(13.41112.33i )
40Ca 1s 2(15.46116.66i ) 2(38.85119.16i )

2s 2(5.5916.14i )
1p 2(1.22110.58i ) 2(22.84114.32i )
1d 2(4.2819.52i )

90Zr 1s 2(22.41119.97i ) 2(48.40122.60i )
2s 2(26.07110.07i )
1p 2(10.18114.33i ) 2(31.53115.93i )
2p 2(18.5118.57i )

208Pb 1s 2(24.55119.57i ) 2(50.27121.42i )
2s 2(10.56113.32i ) 2(22.27111.50i )
1p 2(20.19119.05i ) 2(34.03110.03i )
2p 2(1.8913.75i )
1d 2(12.22116.07i ) 2(27.89112.17i )

aForm factor used is the three-parameter Fermi.
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approximation predicts more strongly boundh-mesic nuclei.
Also, as expected, the ‘‘on-shell’’ results forahN5(0.28
10.19i ) fm are similar to those of FA withD50 MeV. We
further note from Table V that the effect on decreasing
calculated nuclear binding energies as caused by the dec
in ReahN is not a linear function of the nuclear mass numb
A. For light nuclei (A<12) a decrease of ReahN by a factor
of ;2 causeseh to decrease by a factor greater than 10.

While the in-mediumhN interaction strength is a func
tion of the off-shell variablesp8,p,As, one can appreciate
the main feature of the off-shell effects by considering on
the As, or the energy, dependence. Our study of the th
different optical potentials indicates that this strength d
creases with energy. However, the specific subthreshold
ergy dependence is model-dependent. We may define a
nomenological reduction factorR by

thN→hN~Asth2D,p8,p!5R~D!thN→hN~Asth,p8,p! ,
~22!

and introduce an effective in-medium scattering length b

ahN
eff 5R~D! ahN . ~23!

In the model of Ref. @2#, R(D)5Asth D(Asth)/@(Asth

2D)D(Asth2D)# @Eqs.~10! and~14!–~17!#. Our calculation
indicates that ahN

eff 5(0.2610.13i ), (0.2510.11i ), (0.23
10.09i ) fm for D510, 20, 30 MeV, respectively, while a
the thresholdahN5(0.2810.19i ) fm. The R(D) is about
0.89 atD520 MeV and 0.82 atD530 MeV. This reduction is
the origin of theD dependence of theeh andGh in Table III.
For the scattering length of the model of Ref.@12#, it was
mentioned that at 20 and 30 MeV below the threshold,ahN

eff

5(0.4910.10i ) fm and (0.4510.08i ) fm, respectively.
Upon comparing these values withahN5(0.7510.27i ) fm
given by that model at the threshold, we see a reduction
more than 1/3 of the real part ofahN ~i.e., R50.6). It seems
that the higher the ReahN at the threshold the greater su
threshold reduction. We note that at 20 to 30 MeV below
threshold, both models give an imaginary part ofahN

eff about
0.09i fm. This is because theIm ahN

eff is related to the reac
tion channel. At the subthreshold region, the only react
channels that thehN channel can couple to are thepN and
ppN channels, which were taken into account by both
models@2,12#. On the other hand, the real part of the effe
tive scattering length is still very model dependent, though
lesser degree than at the threshold. Because of this m
dependence, it is not possible to guess the subthreshol
duction for the other models listed in Table I for which th
off-shell dependence cannot be easily reconstructed from
corresponding publications. We conclude from the two mo
els analyzed above that a substantial reduction of attrac
strength, ReahN , must occur at subthreshold energies.

This reduction in attractive strength is of very gene
nature as it is a direct consequence of theN* (1535) reso-
nance. We recall that the attraction between theh and
nucleon at low energies arises because thehN threshold is
situated below this resonance. However, as the energy
D becomes larger, thehN interaction energy moves farthe

-
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downward away from the resonance. Any reasonable
shell model leads, therefore, to a reduced attraction. Co
quently, calculations making use of free-space scatte
length~corresponding toD50! necessarily overestimateeh .
Because of the large sensitivity of the binding energies to
h-nucleon interaction in light nuclei and because ReahN

eff

!ReahN , manyh-nucleus bound states in very light nucle
as predicted by using some of theahN in Table I, may not
exist in real situations. We caution, therefore, against us
the ‘‘on-shell’’ ~or scattering-length! prediction as a guide fo
searchingh-mesic nuclei.

In view of the existing interest in searching forh-nucleus
bound states in light nuclear systems, we believe that
informative to determine values of the ‘‘minimal’’ scatterin
length,ahN

min , which represents the smallest value of anahN
eff

that can bind theh into an 1s nuclear orbital. Clearly, the
real and imaginary parts of this scattering length are not
dependent of each other. We fixed ImahN

min to 0.09 fm, as
suggested by the two off-shell models discussed above,
searched for ReahN

min . The results for several light nuclei ar
given in Table VI.

It is interesting to revisit the FSI analysis and to exam
the results of Refs.@24,43# in light of our findings. The FSI
analysis was first applied by Wilkin@24# to theh-3He sys-
tem, which is a final state of thepd→h3He reaction. The
analysis raised a great deal of theoretical interest@25# and
was later extended to the study of theh-4He system@42#,
which is a final state of thedd→h4He reaction. Let us de
note theh-nucleus scattering length asA0[AR1 iAI . Ac-
cording to the Goldberger-Watson FSI theory@11# for a weak
transition and a strong FSI, one can approximate the t
reaction amplitude,f, at low energies by

u f u25
u f Bu2

u12 iA0phu2
5

u f Bu2

~11AIph!21~ARph!2
, ~24!

whereph is the c.m. momentum of theh meson. Thef B is
the transition amplitude and was treated as a constant in
@24#. The unitarity condition requiresAI.0. Hence,u f u2 in-
creases monotonically whenph decreases. A good fit to th
ph dependence ofu f u2 was obtained by Wilkin, who used
ahN5(0.5560.2010.30i ) fm, which led to A0(h3He)
5(22.3112.57i ) fm @24#. In a later work, Wilkin and
his collaborators@43# used ahN'(0.5210.25i ) fm, which
gave A0(h3He)'(22.313.2i ) fm and A0(h4He)'(22.2
11.1i ) fm, respectively. Upon introducing theseA0 into Eq.
~24!, they obtained a good representation of the experime
ph dependence ofu f u2 for both 3He and4He. Because in the

TABLE VI. Values of ahN
min for nuclei with mass numberA

,10. The ImahN
min is fixed at 0.09 fm~see the text!.

Nucleus Nuclear form factor ahN
min ~fm!

3He Hollow exponential 0.4910.09i
4He Three-parameter Fermi 0.3510.09i
6Li Modified harmonic well 0.3510.09i
9Be Harmonic well 0.2410.09i
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case of a real potential, a negative scattering length has
possibility of corresponding either to a repulsive interacti
or to an attractive interaction that supports as-wave bound
state@44#, the findings of Ref.@43# have raised the hope tha
h-nucleus bound states might exist in3He and 4He.

A closer look at the value of theh-helium scattering
lengths can a provide partial answer to the question a
whetherh can be bound in3He and 4He nuclei. This is
because for a complex potential the existence of a bo
state imposes a constraint on the complex scattering len
Equation~24! indicates that, if a weakly bound state exis
the amplitudef will have a pole,ppol , in the complexph
plane at

ppol5
2 i

A0
5

2AI2 iAR

d
, ~25!

where d5AR
21AI

2 and AI is positive. The condition for a
bound state is Reppol

2 ,0. This requires thatuAI u,uARu. It is
easy to see thatA0(h3He) of Ref.@43# does not satisfy this
inequality, whileA0(h4He) does. Our optical-potential ca
culations have verified this, namely, withahN used in Ref.
@43# we have found that there is no bound state in3He but
there is one in4He. In other words,AR,0 is not a sufficient
condition for having a bound state. Consequently, in spite
the much greater slope ofu f u2 with respect toph in the h-
3He system@43#, we conclude that there is noh-nuclear
bound state in3He. For the same reason,h cannot be bound
onto the deuteron because none of the various calcul
A0(hd) of Ref. @26# can satisfy the conditionuAI u,uARu. On
the other hand, the formation of a bound state in4He re-
mains a possibility.

This possibility is, however, hampered by the fact th
u f u2 is insensitive to the sign ofAR , as can be seen from Eq
~24!. Indeed, we have found anA0 that has a positive rea
part and can equally describe the data. For example, w
ahN5(0.3010.09i ) fm, we have obtained from our optica
potential, Eq.~21!, A0(h3He!52.1012.88i fm, which can
well describe the3He data. Similarly, a good representatio
of the 4He data can be obtained withA0(h4He)5(0.80
11.75i ) fm by usingahN5(0.1610.09i ) fm. The quality of
representation is shown in Fig. 1. In both casesAR&0, which
corresponds to the situation where the interaction is att
tive but not strong enough to support a bound state. He
we have shown that FSI can also admit solutions correspo
ing to having noh bound state. We emphasize that our ana
sis above does not imply our preference for weakerahN but
rather exemplifies numerically that FSI cannot provide
unique answer concerning the formation of bound states

At this point, several comments are in order. First,
though we need differentahN for 3He and4He while in Ref.
@43# only oneahN was needed, our result is reasonable b
cause it reflects the fact that the transition amplitudesf B in
the two reactions may not be treated asph-independent and
thus do not scale each other by a multiplicative consta
Indeed, by using the two-step model of Ref.@45#, Willis
et al. @43# cannot fit the data ofu f (ph)u2 for the h- 3He and
h- 4He systems with the sameahN . In addition, one may
8-7
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note that second-orderh-nucleus optical potential is impor
tant in light nuclei. This potential is sensitive to the nucleo
nucleon (NN) correlation, which is very different in3He and
4He, as evidenced by the fact that the matter densities
rived from the measured charge densities of these two nu
have spatial dependences that do not scale each other. I
sion of second-order optical potential will lead to differe
modifications ofA0(h3,4He). Consequently, when only firs
order optical potential is used to generate theA0 in fitting the
data, the effectiveahN will be different. In a similar manner
the differentNN correlations in the two helium nuclei als
contribute to the nonscaling of thef B . Indeed, many reaction
processes contribute to the transition matrix element. Imp
tant subsets of the processes are those that cannot be ap
mated by thepp→p1d andpd→ p1 3He doorway mecha-
nisms @45#. This is because in these processes
intermediate pion interacts with two different nucleons th
do not belong to the same deuteron cluster in the nucl
Hence, these processes depend strongly onNN correlations
having a momentum dependence that cannot be obta
from using the deuteron wave function. The nonsimple
ture of f B is further exemplified by the work of Santra an
Jain@46#, who can describe theh- 3He data even without FS
when the exchanges ofr and other mesons are included
the calculation off B . While we strongly believe that FS
must be taken into account, Ref.@46# does indicate that ther
are many more aspects of the dynamics left to be thoroug

FIG. 1. Dependences ofu f u2 on ph . Data for the h-3He
~crosses! andh-4He ~open circles! systems are from Refs.@25# and
@43#, respectively. Solid curves are the results of using the scatte
lengths havingAR.0.
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investigated before a definitive conclusion could be dra
from theh- 3,4He data.

Second, our use of ImahN
eff 5 0.09 fm is merely suggeste

by the 30-MeV downward shift of the effectivehN interac-
tion energy, as has been discussed after Eq.~23!. With
Im ahN

eff 5 0.09 fm, the helium data constrain the real part
the effective scattering length to be between 0.16 and 0
fm. However, we emphasize that the value of 0.09 fm
model-dependent and it is important to see if differenthN
off-shell models would give a similar subthreshold valu
Consequently, our finding of the repulsive scattering len
for the helium systems should not be interpreted as
Im ahN

eff 50.09 fm were the final answer, but rather as an
ample showing the nonuniqueness of the solution to
problem. In view of the many needed improvements in
modeling of the transition amplitude, searching a same
pulsive effectiveahN for both data sets is beyond the sco
of this work.

One would certainly like to be able to use theh- 3,4He
data to obtain a more stringent constraint on the effec
subthresholdhN interaction. However, we conclude from
the above discussion that the currently used FSI anal
cannot provide an unequivocal answer not only beca
there is no simple correspondence between the sign ofAR
and the existence of anh-nucleus bound state, but also b
cause the assumption of aph-independentf B is uncertain.
Consequently, our main message is that one should not
on using the on-shell scattering length and that direct de
tion of bound states is necessary.

Finally, we have also examined effects of nuclear fo
factors on the binding ofh. The results for3He are presented
in Table VII. An inspection of this last table indicates that t
binding of h is not very sensitive to the finer aspect of
realistic nuclear form factor. A similar situation has also be
noted for 4He. The binding energies and widths of theh as
given by using the three-parameter Fermi or the Frosch fo
factor are close to each other. The most important effect
the formation ofh-mesic nucleus is, therefore, from the su
threshold dynamics of thehN interaction.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Our study shows that calculated binding energies a
widths of h-nucleus bound states strongly depend on
subthreshold dynamics of thehN interaction. The results o
mesic atoms and the present analysis indicate that the a

TABLE VII. Dependence of binding energies and half-width
~both in MeV! of the h-3He bound state on two different form
factors~hollow exponential and Gaussian! for a few values of the
scattering lengthahN . All bound states are in the 1s orbital.

ahN fm Hollow exponential Gaussian

0.68010.240i 2(3.7417.89i ) 2(4.1617.93i )
0.75010.270i 2(6.2419.94i ) 2(6.7919.94i )
0.87610.274i 2(11.86111.26i ) 2(12.59111.10i )

g
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agehN interaction energy in mesic-nucleus formation is b
low the threshold. What matters for the bound-state form
tion is not thehN interaction at the threshold but the effe
tive in-medium interaction. Because the subthresh
behavior of thehN interaction is very model dependent, w
believe that it is useful for theorists to publish not only t
h-nucleon scattering lengthahN , but also the correspondin
subthreshold values as a function ofD. Before the availabil-
ity of this information, we suggest to look for bound states
nuclear systems much heavier than those indicated by
on-shell scattering length.

The FSI analysis represents an interesting approach. S
the analysis by itself cannot provide a definitive answer a
-
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r
m
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whether there is an attractiveh-nucleus interaction strong
enough to bind theh, more direct measurements such as
one used in Ref.@9# are necessary.

The downward shift in the effective interaction energy c
lead to a substantial reduction of the attraction of the
mediumh-nucleon interaction with respect to its free-spa
value. Consequently, predictions based upon using the f
space hN scattering length inevitably overestimates t
binding ofh. This overestimation of the binding, as reveal
by this study, has never been taken into account in discus
h-nuclear bound states. One must bear this in mind w
using the predictions given by such calculations as a guid
searching forh-nucleus bound states.
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